High-resolution X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy of mixed silane monolayers for DNA attachment.
The amine density of 3-aminopropyldimethylethoxysilane (APDMES) films on silica is controlled to determine its effect on DNA probe density and subsequent DNA hybridization. The amine density is tailored by controlling the surface reaction time of (1) APDMES, or (2) n-propyldimethylchlorosilane (PDMCS, which is not amine terminated) and then reacting it with APDMES to form a mixed monolayer. High-resolution X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) is used to quantify silane surface coverage of both pure and mixed monolayers on silica; the XPS data demonstrate control of amine density in both pure APDMES and PDMCS/APDMES mixed monolayers. A linear correlation between the atomic concentration of N atoms from the amine and Si atoms from the APDMES in pure APDMES films allows us to calculate the PDMCS/APDMES ratio in the mixed monolayers. Fluorescence from attached DNA probes and from hybridized DNA decreases as the percentage of APDMES in the mixed monolayer is decreased by dilution with PDMCS.